
Spirit Electronics Expands its Distribution
Portfolio with Intelligent Memory

Spirit Electronics now carries specialty memory

products from Intelligent Memory

Intelligent Memory offers many legacy and obsoleted

memory products

Intelligent Memory offers many legacy

and obsoleted memory products that

industrial customers are looking for,

sparing them from costly re-designs

IRVINE, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES,

January 24, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Intelligent Memory (IM), a

manufacturer of industrial-grade

memory product solutions, has signed

Spirit Electronics as its distribution

partner expanding its memory

portfolio to industrial avionics and

aerospace industries in the United

States. 

Intelligent Memory focuses on legacy

memory products for industrial

applications. It is one of the few

memory manufacturers that offers

DRAM components as well as DRAM

modules ranging from SDRAM to DDR4

in addition to its customizable NAND

flash memory portfolio. All memory

products are available in a wide range

of capacities and configurations,

making IM’s portfolio one of the most

comprehensive offerings in the market

from one single source. 

“Our memory portfolio is designed with the requirements of industrial applications on quality,

longevity and long-term availability in mind,” explained David Raquet, Global Sales Leader at

Intelligent Memory. “With its in-house electrical testing, screening, and radiation hardening

capabilities, Spirit Electronics adds additional value for its customers and extends our reach to

industries with the most stringent requirements.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
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Marti McCurdy, Spirit Electronics CEO, added, “IM has many

solutions for legacy and obsoleted memory products,

often allowing engineers to avoid a re-spin of the circuit

board. Many of their products are backward compatible

with those of other memory manufacturers.”

Spirit Electronics is focused on helping aerospace, defense,

automotive, medical and other industrial customers gain a

competitive advantage through strategic sourcing and

logistics management. 

About Intelligent Memory:

Intelligent Memory has been developing memory products for demanding industrial applications

since 1991 (as Pacific Force Technology Limited until 2013). The extensive product portfolio

consists of DRAM ICs and modules (from SDR to DDR4) and a variety of managed NAND

products and has been designed to meet the industry’s demands for quality, reliability, longevity

and long-term availability. For more information visit www.intelligentmemory.com. 

About Spirit Electronics

Spirit Electronics is a value-added distributor of a wide range of electronic components, testing,

circuit board assembly and logistics services. Spirit’s supply chain solutions are changing the

definition of distribution by providing in-house value-added services to deliver products to

aerospace, defense, electronic vehicle, medical and industrial customers fully qualified and ready

to use. Spirit is a veteran-owned, woman-owned small business (VOWOSB) with HUBZone

certification in Phoenix, AZ. For more information, visit https://www.spiritelectronics.com.
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